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After a banner year for private equity and venture capital investment in the healthcare sector, the appetite for deal 
activity is set to continue as players look to capitalize on inefficiencies in the U.S. market.  

Announced private equity and venture capital U.S. healthcare deals reached an all-time high in terms of number of 
deals in 2017, with 128 deals valued at approximately $14.2 billion announced last year, according to an S&P Global 
Market Intelligence analysis. 

 

Deal activity year-to-date has also been keeping pace, with 24 deals worth approximately $2.9 billion announced as of 
March 21, S&P Global Market Intelligence data shows. 
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Meanwhile, North America-focused private equity healthcare fundraising continued apace, with aggregate capital raised 
also reaching new highs in 2017, research firm Preqin reported.  

One hundred sixty three funds worth an aggregate $89.8 billion closed in 2017, compared to 209 funds worth an 
aggregate $76.1 billion in 2016, according to Preqin.  

Healthcare is subject to a lot of uncertainty, but, among all the sectors, has one of the biggest opportunities to improve 
inefficiencies, David Piasecki, chief investment officer of private equity firm ElmTree Funds LLC, told S&P Global Market 
Intelligence in an interview. 

"[The patient] gets a bill for $900 and the next thing they know the insurance company paid $170 and $730 has 
disappeared. People don't understand. When you see something like that it tells you there is tremendous inefficiency in 
the pricing structure of that product," Piasecki said.  

Piasecki added that private equity firms have the ability to remove the middlemen, lower costs and leverage some of the 
profits for themselves.  

Looking forward, Piasecki foresees that private equity healthcare deal activity will continue to grow unabated, specifically 
in the pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and healthcare technology industries.  

According to the executive, there has already been a bit of tapering in real estate healthcare construction which, he 
believes, may be correlated to an increase in investment in telemedicine — the remote diagnosis and treatment of 
patients in real time.  

Managing director and co-head of EY Parthenon Group's healthcare practice Dan Shoenholz also said he thinks deal 
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activity in 2018 will stay at around the same pace seen in 2017.  

"I might say that there are fewer assets of quality. However, the appetite is really hungry," Shoenholz said.  

Part of that demand, according to Shoenholz, has come from the arrival of new funds, the capital of which catalyzes M&A 
activity, he explained.  

"I think we'll swing it," he said during an interview. "If PE legitimately lands their fair share of [corporate asset sales] we 
could see a push to another high.” 
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